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Laz Emporium is here to smuggle art into your home.  
 
Laz Emporium launches its interior design range with beautiful and inventive twists on 
traditional craftsmanship and design, all for those with of a love of art in mind. 
 
Laz Emporium, an e-commerce shop with its physical home in Soho, London was brought 
about by Steve Lazarides to cater for those who’d brought into and grown up with the urban 
aesthetic he’s long been associated with but can’t find a lifestyle brand to match.  The 
physical shop also houses The House of Laz, an exhibition space home to new and 
established artists, curated by Lazarides. 
 
Laz Emporium’s new interior design ranges respect tradition but reflect the contemporary 
lives and interest of our clients.  All our in-house print designs come from the photographic 
library of Steve Lazarides and no, it’s not all Banksy, although he has documented his career 
for many years.  Collaborations with artists create a broader spectrum of interest for those 
who love, love, love art. Want an original piece by Jamie Hewlett of the Gorillaz but your 
budget can’t quite stretch to it.  Well, how about a cushion or a lampshade hand screen-
printed onto beautiful Irish linen.  Want a Jake Chapman Goya? (yeah, us too!!) well how 
about a table he’s designing to be hand-made at our Bristol base workshop.  Gorgeous 
antique upcycled furniture with contemporary fabrics, all hand screen-printed.  
Contemporary and imaginative hand screen-printed and digital print wallpapers, alongside 
affordable art, cushions, handcrafted tables built from British sustainable wood, bowls, 
lamps. The art invasion is here…one soft furnishing at a time… 
 
Come and see all the ranges and more at Laz Emporium at 25 Lexington Street, W1F 9AG all 
week over LDFF22 and online at: www.lazemporium.com 
 
 
 

Notes to editors on Steve Lazarides founder of Laz Emporium: 

 

Bristol-born, London-based Steve Lazarides is a publisher, photographer, collector and 
curator.  

In the 1980s, he started out with a Nikon F-Type camera documenting his surrounding 
environments as a rebellious yet determined photography student. He subsequently worked 
as a photographer for definitive style bibles and cultural trailblazing magazines such as 
Sleazenation and The Face. Pursuing his passion for creating a visual narrative, Lazarides 
delved deep into British sub-cultures and portrayed the youth of his generation partaking in 
underground movements such as the UK Rave scene in the early 90s; skate culture and the 
rise of outsider street art. 



Commissioned by chance to photograph Banksy’s portrait in 1997, he continued to work with 
the artist in many capacities, including as the anonymous artist’s driver and photographer, 
before eventually becoming his gallerist. 

In 2006, at the age of 37, Lazarides accidentally launched his gallery empire with his first space 
in London’s Soho. Lazarides become one of the most pioneering London-based dealers and 
went on to launch the careers of numerous boldface names, including Invader, JR, Vhils, The 
Miaz Brothers amongst others. Exhibiting artwork primarily inspired by graffiti and the urban 
environment, including the work of Banksy, he endorsed a group of artists who collectively, 
defy categorization. 

Lazarides has both organised and curated numerous shows, taking over temporary locations 
in London, Los Angeles and New York, generating a booming interest in 'street art' that others 
proceeded to capitalise on. 

The epic ‘Hell’s Half Acre’ (2010), ‘The Minotaur’ (2011) and ‘Bedlam’ (2012) exhibitions which 
ran over Frieze week in The Old Vic Tunnels with Kevin Spacey were a huge success and met 
with critical acclaim. In 2013, Lazarides teamed up with The Vinyl Factory to present ‘Brutal’ 
at 180 The Strand during London Frieze Week.  

In 2016, Lazarides began exploring his personal photography archive and has spent the last 
four years carefully sifting through a collection of 100,000 images containing roughly 12,000 
photographs he took whilst documenting the birth of a legend. The result is a candid 
photographic overview of the 11 years Lazarides spent as agent, photographer and right-hand 
man to one of today’s most famous artist in the form of the books, Banksy Captured Volume 
I & Volume II. His true subversive style, Lazarides self-published and self-distributed the first 
and second editions of Banksy Captured, resulting in sales of over 25,000 copies within a 
month, at the end of 2019. 

In October 2021 Steve launched Laz Emporium, an e-commerce shop and physical home in 
Soho, London for those who’d brought into and grown up with the urban aesthetic he’s long 
been associated and can’t find home wear to match.  The physical shop also houses The House 
of Laz, an exhibition space housing new and established artists, curated by Lazarides.  

 
 
 
 


